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A man staggers his way through the snow. His final words ignite an international chase that will

cross countries, continents, and perhaps even centuries.Â "A first-rate thriller with a cinematic style

that keeps things tense, taut, and terminally in high gear." -Â The US Review of BooksÂ After a

controversial American researcher is murdered in a remote Finnish village, Boston investigator

Harry Walker receives a call from Candice--the victim&apos;s grieving niece. Determined to uncover

her uncle&apos;s murderer, Candice finds herself in need of protection from the same forces that

led to her uncle&apos;s demise.Â In a fight for survival through Finland, Scotland, and the United

States, Harry and Candice face the greed of investors and rogue agents,Â whoÂ all want to get their

hands on an experiment called theÂ Karma Code.Â Unless Harry and Candice can find someone to

trust amid the treachery around them, they--and the Code--are in danger of disappearing for

good.Â "Well written,Â fast paced, and intriguing."Â -Â Readers&apos; FavoriteÂ Â Â IF

YOU&apos;VE GOT A THING FOR THRILLERS,Â MEET HARRY WALKER TODAY!
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A quirky research scientist is murdered in a remote village. A young woman named Candace has



strange dreams, and is the niece of the murdered scientist. In The Karma Code by Daniel

Davidsohn, Candace must find out what happened to her beloved uncle in this startling and

innovative novel. Candace brings on an investigator to help her figure out the solution to this

quagmire. Enter Harry Walker, a well paid investigator from Boston who gets in over his head when

it comes to protecting Candace and solving the mystery of the murder. In Finland, they are

embroiled in a complex series of events from car chases to intense violence. With an aggressive yet

thoughtful tone, Davidsohn challenges the reader beyond the scope of normal consciousness to

experience and think about the concepts of karma, reincarnation, and pre-destiny. A heady mix to

be sure, but the story works well on all of those levels, keeping the reader actively engaged until the

end of this intriguing novel.

There are many mystery novels these days, kind of feels like a hyper production. That's ok with me

because I always enjoy a good crime story, and this is one of them.This novel has everything you

would expect from a modern day mystery novel  action, violence, fast pacing, interesting

main detective, scary bad guys, it even has a few supernatural and spiritual elements sprinkled

through the plot. The trouble begins when a scientist is murdered in Finland and his niece also is

under threat, so our detective Harry Walker steps in. I like the setting, there are multiple countries

included, but the atmosphere of Finland is most captivating to me. With Scandinavian setting and

with the name of the detective, Harry, this novel reminded me a little of Jo Nesbo novels about

Harry Hole. Maybe that was a deliberate nod from the author, who knows.Anyway, I enjoyed this

book, writing style makes it a real joy to read, characters are good, plot is interesting, everything

works for me. Recommended.

Author Daniel DavidsohnÃ¢Â€Â™s interest in the creative arts led him to direct experimental short

films and write several screenplays. One of these, CAFÃ‰, was well received and won the

hollywoodscript.com contest in 2005. He is the author of several novels, including FROM THE NILE

TO THE EUPHRATES (a Portuguese Edition in 2009), MARE CRISIUM (a Portuguese Edition in

2015), A HIGHER POWER (2016) and his current THE KARMA CODE.DanielÃ¢Â€Â™s writing style

is colorful to the point of exotic  his words dance across the pages heightening the suspense

and intrigue while always maintaining the focus of his story. For example, he opens this book with

the following  Ã¢Â€Â˜JuujÃ¤rvi, Finland - Clifford Bouvier looked like an old limping horse

bleeding from both nostrils. He ran as fast and awkwardly as a wounded seventy-year-old could,

struggling with each step as he sunk to his knees in the snow. He kept looking back, panting. There



was a plain of white between him and the small village, and by now, he had to slow down his frantic

sprint. In JuujÃ¤rvi, a small village located in the Arctic Circle of northern Finland, life wasnÃ¢Â€Â™t

easy. The landscape was breathtaking, but if someone needed a hospital, the nearest one was fifty

miles away. There were no schools, no malls, nothing. Only a few dozen people or so insisted on

living there. Sure, they could hunt elk and eat it. Enjoy a cup of coffee and the local cake. Though it

was a dying rural village, Clifford Bouvier had rented a small house there after leaving Chicago

years ago in search of the perfect place to carry on his research undisturbed.Ã¢Â€Â™And so the

scene opens to introduce the fine story as the synopsis outlines  Ã¢Â€Â˜After a controversial

American researcher is murdered in a remote Finnish village, Boston investigator Harry Walker

receives a call from Candice--the victim's grieving niece. Determined to uncover her uncle's

murderer, Candice finds herself in need of protection from the same forces that led to her uncle's

demise. In a fight for survival through Finland, Scotland, and the United States, Harry and Candice

face the greed of investors and rogue agents, who all want to get their hands on what is being called

the Karma Code, an experiment potentially capable of accessing a surviving consciousness and

predicting a person's fate. Unless Harry and Candice can find someone to trust amid the treachery

around them, they--and the Code--are in danger of disappearing for good.'Strong promising work

from a man who sculpts his mysteries well. Grady Harp, June 17

The Karma Code unfolds in fast-paced style. When an American research scientist is murdered in a

remote Finnish village, his distraught niece is determined to bring those responsible to justice. She

calls on Boston private investigator Harry Walker, and together the two of them set off for

Scandinavia. However, it quickly becomes apparent that Candice and Harry have a target on their

backs. What follows from this setup is a race for survival across Finland, Scotland and the U.S.

Everyone has the same objective - to seize the murdered researcher's controversial experiment,

known as the Karma Code, which has the power to access a surviving human consciousness and

predict an individual's fate. I fairly enjoyed reading this novel.

The Karma Code starts with a powerful hook  the murder of a researcher whose dying words

are so mysterious. The central theme about this book is really about tapping into what is believed to

be the possibility of human souls to re-incarnate themselves and how to harness that knowledge to

make powerful decisions for the future. Of course various government agencies recognize the

potential of this ability and this is where The Karma Code gives you a glimmer of how good or bad

tapping into this potential could be for individuals and for the world at large.I thought The Karma



Code could maybe delve a light more into the Ã¢Â€ÂœcontactingÃ¢Â€Â• of the lost souls to spice

things up. The absence of such does not make the story any less interesting because there is

danger, an underground movement to take over the world and a hint of love. These keep the Karma

Code on a very interesting level and gives you a lot of food for thought. The Karma Code is different

while maybe touching on something that is almost near to reality?
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